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Topology and Physics   
!

The 2016 Physics Nobel Prize : 
 D. Thouless, D. Haldane  

and J. Kosterlitz  
!

Eric Akkermans 
Physics-Technion 



Topological Phase Transitions - Topological 
Phases of Matter



In case you think that physicists are always very focused 
and serious…



A Nobel prize in action…



while others….
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 Phases of Matter ?



Crystal  ⇔ Symmetry

 What are Phases of Matter ?
Different forms of solid state matter :
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A macroscopic symmetry 
reflects a microscopic one

Crystal Amorphous



 Building blocks : Atoms A bit primitive but 	
a good start.

What tights atoms together ?

Usual picture : Atoms are 
tight together by springs. 	

Useful (melting, freezing,..), 
but limited and adhoc.
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Very low temperature T=0

Large temperature 

Breaks down for large T

Melting - No crystal symmetry anymore

T ≥ TM
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Very low temperature T=0

Large temperature T

Break down for large T

Breaking the crystal symmetry 

Freezing - Melting

Melting - No crystal symmetry anymore



What determines the characteristics of the atoms 
springs ?

Difficult ! It is Quantum Physics
Atoms        billiard balls≠

Rich and complicated structure



All possible symmetries have been listed and studied 
(X-Ray crystallography). 	

!

Allows to characterize the melting phase transition 
breaking the crystal symmetry  (Landau)

 Still a bit primitive ! Essential properties are missing

Bringing atoms together !
leads to different types of !
                     and different 

symmetries. 
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Allows to characterize the melting phase transition 
breaking the crystal symmetry  (Landau)

Bringing atoms together !
leads to different types of !
                     and different 

symmetries. 



 Still a bit primitive ! Essential properties are missing

Magnetism	
Metal / Insulator 

Generalise the atoms/kids model 



Bosons (Bose-Einstein) Fermions (Fermi-Dirac)

= = (Spin)

Not a simple arrow - A magic one !
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Interaction between spins/feathers results from 
Quantum Mechanics

Ferromagnetic order : MAGNET 
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T ≥Tc

“c” for Curie 	
(Pierre not Marie)
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Heating a magnet destroys the magnetic order 

T ≥Tc

Breaking the symmetry of the spins

This Magnetic Phase Transition between a 
magnet and non magnet is analogous to Melting 
but the origin and mechanisms are very different.

But in both cases : breaking of a symmetry



Melting             T ≥TM

T ≥Tc
Magnetic phase 	

transition
Tc ≠ TM

Different mechanisms - Open problem until today !



Universality



Notion of Universality : Each solid state system is a 
collection of a huge amount of details : Atoms, 
interactions, Spin, Mass,…

…
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…

(Spin)

Properties/Behaviour of solids depend on all these 
details. Hopeless !

Notion of Universality : Each solid state system is a 
collection of a huge amount of details : Atoms, 
interactions, Spin, Mass,…



Model : Identify a minimal (and small) 
number of relevant quantities and insert them 
into an energy function. 

Right combination of these quantities so that E 
is minimum. 
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Short list of relevant Models/Energies.

i, j
∑ Aij σ ij+(   )E =

symmetry melting	
crystal

magnetism

(Heisenberg model)



Importance of the spatial dimension



d = 1
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d = 1

d = 2 d = 3
Spatial dimension plays a crucial role in phase 

transitio
ns.

Importance of the spatial dimension



Topological Phase Transitions - Topological 
Phases of Matter



Phase transition : !

Symmetry , Space Dimension, Topology. 
?



New Paradigm ? !

What is the revolutionary idea ?
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Heating a magnet destroys the magnetic order 

T ≥Tc

Breaking the symmetry of the spins

This Magnetic Phase Transition between a 
magnet and non magnet is analogous to Melting 
but the origin and mechanisms are very different.

But in both cases : breaking of a symmetry
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It is a branch of Mathematics which formalises a 
way to say that : 

≠

Torus Sphere

Topology. 



Topology. 

≠

Meaning? locally same symmetry  

i, j
∑ Aij σ ij+E =

doesn’t see topology

It is a branch of Mathematics which formalises a 
way to say that : 



Topology. 

≠

Meaning? locally same symmetry  

i, j
∑ Aij σ ij+E =

independent of topology

It is a branch of Mathematics which formalises a 
way to say that : 



Different ways to characterise the topology :

1. Count holes χ S( ) = 2 1− h( )

Euler-Poincare characteristics

h : number of holes

χ S2( ) = 2 χ T2( ) = 0 TorusSphere



2. Triangulation
or



χ S( ) =V − E + F

V=# of vertices ; E = # of edges and F = # of faces

Euler :

2. Triangulation



3. Triangulation of potatoes

or

χ S( ) =V − E + F

V=# of vertices ; E = # of edges and F = # of faces

Euler :

χ S2( ) = 2

Topological invariance



4. Torus

χ T2( ) = 0

χ S( ) =V − E + F

V=# of vertices ; E = # of edges and F = # of faces

Euler :



χ T2( ) = 0
11/17/2016 maxresdefault.jpg (1920×1080)

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/9NlqYr6-TpA/maxresdefault.jpg 1/1

Topological 	
invariance

4. Torus



Guggenheim Bilbao (F. Gehry)

Topology of more complicated shapes 

χ S( ) = 2 1− h( )



Hairy manifolds (fiber bundles)
Define a field on a manifold

You cannot comb a sphere

Always be a singularity - vortex



Define a field on a manifold

You cannot comb a sphere

Always be a singularity - vortex

Hairy manifolds (fiber bundles)



Cyclone + Anticyclone

χ S2( ) = 2

vortex

anti-vortex

Topological result !

Hairy manifolds (fiber bundles)

You cannot comb a sphere



You can comb a torus

χ T2( ) = 0

χ S( ) = 2 1− h( )

Establishes a deep relation between two different 
branches of Mathematics : topology and analysis. 

No vortex - No cyclone on a torus Earth ! 

Topological result !



The Kosterlitz - Thouless transition!
A topological phase transition

(1972-73)
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d = 2 planar spin

=Back to spins : =

The Kosterlitz - Thouless transition!
A topological phase transition



!

 Topology : no possible order of the spins!
even at T = 0

There will be always local 
defects (vortex)

No magnet in d = 2
TcNo



Ferromagnetic order : MAGNET 



!

 Topology : no symmetry of the spins

(even at T = 0)

No breaking of the symmetry of the spins



Heating a magnet destroys the magnetic order 

T ↗

T ≥Tc

“c” for Curie 	
(Pierre not Marie)

Breaking the symmetry of the spins

Go again the consensus…



At large temperature T : 
topological phase transition

This topological phase transition has been 
observed !  ⇒ Nobel Prize



Quantum spin chains - The Haldane conjecture

Topology at its best



What did we learn about new states of matter !
 Future ?

Superconductors - Superfluids - Liquid 
crystals - Magnets - Polymers - Gels, …

Electronic conduction in conductors, insulators, 
semiconductors.

Topological features & phase transition !
plays now a very important role :
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Cohomology of Quasiperiodic Tilings

Franz Gähler

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Physics

University of Stuttgart

Email: gaehler@itap.physik.uni-stuttgart.de

http://www.itap.physik.uni-stuttgart.de/˜gaehler

Quasiperiodic tilings

The hull of a tiling

Approximation the hull by CW-spaces

Application to canonical projection tilings

Relation to matching rules

Towards an interpretation

Important Properties of Tilings

Important properties and concepts:

• finite number of local patterns up to translation

(finite local comlexity)

• repetitive

• well-defined patch frequencies

• translation module

• local isomorphism (LI classes)

• mutual local derivability

Quasiperiodic Tilings

Irrational sections through a periodic klotz tiling.

Such tiligs are often called canonical projection tilings.

Every vertex, tile, etc, has its acceptance domain.

Translation module is projection of higher-dimensional

lattice on physical space.

Cut positions touching boundaries of acceptance

domains are called singular.

Mutual Local Derivability

Two tilings are MLD, if one can be constructed in a

local way from the other, and vice versa.

Acceptance domains of one tiling must be constructible

by finite unions and intersections of acceptance

domains of the other.

MLD induces a bijection between LI classes.

Relation to Matching Rules

Suppose a canonical projection tiling T admits local

matching rules.

If a decoration is given, which makes the matching

rules nearest neighbor local, the CW-space of the

decorated (but not further colored) tiles has

cohomology isomorphic to that of the hull ΩT .

Conversely, if the cohomology of the hull ΩT is known,

this gives a criterion on the decoration being sufficient

to make the matching rules nearest neighbor local.

Tiling H0 H1 H2 e

Penrose Z1 Z5 Z8 4

Tübingen Triangle Tiling Z1 Z5 Z24 20

Ammann-Beenker undecorated Z1 Z5 Z9 5

Ammann-Beenker decorated Z1 Z8 Z23 16

Socolar undecorated Z1 Z7 Z28 22

Socolar decorated Z1 Z12 Z59 48

Towards an Interpretation

The advantage of our approach is that the homology

and cohomology of Ωn is given in terms of concrete

chains and co-chains of colored tiles.

Consider a continuous sequence of edges in the tiling,

representing a 1-chain.

This 1-chain is closed if the two end points are

equivalent 0-cells. The homology classes of 1-chains

thus include the translation module of the tiling, and

the cohomology classes its dual, the reciprocal lattice.

Example: Ammann-Beenker tiling

All 0-cells are equivalent; there is a fifth cohomology

class, taking the difference of the number of arrows

with and against the orientation of each 1-cell.

Example: Penrose tiling

Here, there are 4 classes of 0-cells.

The fifth cohomology class counts the number of

white arrows in 5 of the 10 directions.

For the Penrose and Ammann-Beenker tiling,

H1 contains more than the reciprocal lattice.

It distinguishes inequivalent colorings.

For the Fibonacci chain, H1 contains just the

reciprocal lattice.

Conclusions

The cohomology of the hull is computable from the

local tile patterns, and how they are arranged.

For canonical projection tilings, tile patterns up to a

fixed size are sufficient.

Cohomology classes are explicitly given by

representative co-chains of (colored) tiles.

This should help arriving at a more intuitive

understanding of these topological invariants.



Some take-home messages  	
!

• Discoveries made already some time ago 
(1972) : It takes time to establish a new paradigm 
and to convince the community.	

!

• The processes by which research progresses are 
largely unknown and unpredictable (planification 
of research is, at least, dubious). 	

!

• But a good research requires numerous 
collaborations between excellent institutions for 
high education.
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Thank you for your attention.


